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QUALITY PRODUCTS AND SERVICE YOU CAN COUNT ON

PHOTO CONTEST

BIN SAFETY TIPS

HAVE A GRAIN SYSTEM SHOT THAT SHINES?
Enter the MAS Photo Contest for a chance to win $250 and the cover of MAS’s annual
calendar.
All entries must have the following to qualify:
• Include a grain system or grain system component.
• Include original image author and location.
• Complete the entry form at www.midwestagsystems.net
• Submit high resolution file (in order to print the calendar) via email to mas@
midwestagsystems.net
All entries are due by November 7, 2016. By participating in this contest, you give MAS
the right to use your photo entry in digital and print production.
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NEVER enter a grain bin without stopping
the auger and using the lock-out/tag-out
procedure to secure it. Wet stored grain
increases grain-handling hazards and grain
suffocation is most likely to occur after
entering a bin while it is being unloaded.
Becoming engulfed in grain only takes
seconds and a person can be buried
instantly. For more information, read the
NDSU publication “Caught in the Grain!”
(http://tinyurl.com/caughtingrain).
NDSU recommends the minimum
respiratory protection should be an N-95rated face mask. This mask has two straps
to hold it firmly to the face and a metal
strip over the nose to create a tight seal.
A nuisance-dust mask, with a single strap,
does not provide the needed protection
to prevent the mold spores and dust from
being inhaled.
Low-level exposure to
dust and mold can cause symptoms such
as: wheezing, a sore throat, nasal or eye
irritation, and congestion. Other symptoms
like headaches, aches, pains, and fever may
also develop. Certain types of grain molds
produce mycotoxins, which will increase the
potential for health hazards from exposure
to the mold spores they produce.
Never enter a grain bin alone; have at
least two people at the bin to assist in case
problems arise. Use a safety harness or
safety line when entering the bin.
Warning decals should be placed at all bin
entrances, on all rail cars, truck and trailer
boxes used for grain hauling, and on all
gravity discharge wagons.

WINTER PROGRAM

Buy a bin package by November 30, 2016 for
the savings up to 21%! Package must include a
bin (4002, 4004, 4024 or TopDry) and all of the
following accessories:
• Complete Fans, Transitions and Vents
• Floor and Floor Supports
• Unload or Chain Loop
• Outside Ladder or Stairs & Inside Ladder
Additional material handling and dryers are
available with discounts up to 15% (through
11/30/16). Quote your project today!

There has never been a better time to buy
with the year’s best prices and
$0 down financing.*
OFFER ENDS DECEMBER 31, 2016
CONTACT YOUR GSI DEALER TODAY.
* At participating dealers. Terms based on credit.
Additional terms and conditions may apply.
Financing provided by Northland Capital, and they
reserve the right to amend, alter or cancel at any
time at its sole discretion.

Increase marketing flexibility, reduce yield loss and

EMPLOYEE FEATURE
Derek Rogier, Shop Fabrication
Derek was hired in March of 2011. He is an extreme asset to
the MAS team. His talent with fabrication benefits the sales,
construction and service team. There are endless opportunities
to increase efficiency with a custom design built true to spec.
Derek and his wife, Amber, have two children, Treylen Michael
and a baby on the way, due this month.

LARRY’S
LETTERS
WHY DRY CORN?
As I drive around this region I see all of
these lush green cornfields, which would
be a wonderful thing if it was a planted crop.
However, it is sickening when I think about
the thousands of dollars represented, that
producers didn’t take to the bank to provide
for their families and sustain their operation.
There is a myth, that many producers
believe: if they don’t write a check to the gas
company they will have more money. The
opposite is true. Have you ever harvested
a field yielding 200 BPA at 26% moisture
[adjusted to dry bushels] and stopped
to harvest soybeans, and came back to
harvest at 16% and the yield had dropped
to 190 BPA. What happened to that corn?
PHANTOM FIELD LOSS
A four year Purdue University study of
“Phantom Field Loss” proved that yield
losses of 0.6%-1.6% per point of moisture
can occur in corn drying in the field. From
the time the corn kernel is mature until
it is harvested, corn loses dry matter.
Harvesting early increases yields.
IT PAYS TO HARVEST EARLY!
If the elevator charges $0.03 per point of
moisture per bushel [plus shrink], it would
cost $0.21 per bushel to dry corn from 22%
to 15% which is $42/acre at 200-bushel
corn. At $3.25/bushel corn price it takes

PRODUCT SPOTLIGHT

13 bushels to pay for drying. But, if
you have your own drying equipment
it could cost as little as $0.01 or slightly
less with today’s fuel prices, depending
on equipment efficiency. This doesn’t
reflect the economic gain because of
reduced shatter loss or avoiding bad
weather by harvesting early.
It is common knowledge that corn
kernels, after moisture reaches into the
teens, shatter from the butt of the cob much
easier when going through the corn head.
This is what I have seen driving around the
area. Seeing all of the volunteer corn leads
me to believe that the corn crop stood in
the field to dry down. Shatter loss varies, if
you want to check your loss, measure an
area and count the kernels. It only takes 1.5
kernels per square foot to make one bushel
per acre. Do the research, there are many
articles on the web to back this. Do your
own test plot on your farm.
Corn dried in the field extremely fast this
year. My concern is, if it gave up moisture
that easily, will it also take up moisture
extremely easy in storage? We have also
had mold and fungus in this year’s crop.
Whatever you do, get the grain temperature
lowered to 50° or below ASAP. Below 50°,
mold, fungus and insect activity stops.
MONITOR! MONITOR! MONITOR YOUR
STORED GRAIN!
Have a safe & productive harvest,
Larry

Bee wings are heavy this year. Have
you considered the cost? Cut out
bees wings, fines and dust with this
air system add-on.
Bruning Aspirator Fans are
designed to capture unwanted residue
that builds up in and around your grain
system. The unit can easily be added
to your dryer, grain leg, load-out or
hopper.
Installation and service are userfriendly. Transitions, adapters, flex tube
and fittings are available to meet your
specific layout. The housing design
is simple, allowing easy access and
clean-out.
The BRUNeumatic Aspirator Cyclone
helps to separate the waste product
from the airstream. The optional
discharge gate dials in exactly how
much air, if any, escapes from the
cyclone. This can vary due to the size
and weight of the waste product.
An inline slide valve is available to
vary the amount of suction that the
aspirator draws in. Most all installations
do not require the slide valve, but they
are available for specific uses.

SERVICE TIP
•

CELEBRATE!
Anniversary:
Patrick Mullican, Service Tech
Hire Date 9-7-2010
Aaron Driskell, Service Tech
Hire Date 9-8-2008
Shawn Chapman, Delivery Driver
Hire Date 9-12-2011
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Don’t forget to clean all drying &
material handling equipment after
you finish harvest and before it
gets cold. Grain left in exposed
equipment will rot, which will lead to
a shortened life of your equipment.
Lubricate the air lock on air systems
with vegetable oil to keep it from
rusting in the off-season.
If you are planning on holding your
grain into the spring, you need to
cool your grain to below 50°F this
fall. The cooler grain will inhibit mold/
insect activity, and allow for a better
end product.

